KNEEBOARDS

W-2 KNEEBOARD

Kneeboard is made from highly
durable and water resistant nylon.
Removable strap for the checklist on
the left side and two pockets on the
right side- one pocket for an E6B and
the other for a flashlight. RTwo pencil
pockets. RFastened to the leg using
an adjustable elastic strap complete
with buckle and quick release clip.
P/N 13-19805............$46.65

This travelers accessory is made of
lightweight / flexible genuine leather.
Capacity for a phone up to 3-1/4” in
width x 5” in length. The extended secret
pocket 6” in depth fits smoothly along
side your hip underneath clothing to easily hide: Passport, Money, Credit Cards,
Small Valuables, and much more.
P/N 13-15692............$33.75

W-4 KNEEBOARD

Kneeboard is made from highly durable
and water resistant nylon. Removable
strap for the checklist on the left side
and pencil holders, a small pocket for
CEPs, and a larger pocket for an E6B
on the right side. An added feature is
the clear strap that goes across the clipboard to keep pages form flying
around. Fastened to the leg using an adjustable elastic strap complete
with buckle and quick release clip................. P/N 13-19806............$32.65

TRIFOLD WITH POCKET KNEEBOARD

Kneeboard is made from highly
durable and water resistant nylon.
Compact kneeboard made with the
small cockpit in mind. One pocket on
the front, two pockets on the left, two
pencil holders, and a plastic pocket
on the right. An elastic band to hold a
flight computer and a plastic clipboard
in the center. When closed, the kneeboard is held together with velcro
fasteners. Fastened to the leg using an adjustable elastic strap complete
with buckle and quick release clip.
Small Dimensions: 5” x 8” when closed, 14 ½” x 8” when open
P/N 13-19810............$27.65
Large Dimensions: 7” x 9 ½ ” when closed, 20” x 9 ½ ” when open
P/N 13-19811............$32.65

ULTIMATE KNEEBOARD
IPAD HOLDERS

Part No.

Price

Model: B - Cradle / Size-Small, Height 8.25” - 11.25”,
11-14026 $224.95
Width 6.80” Max., Depth 0.50” Max.
Model: C - No Cradle

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice - Valid as of June 3, 2022.

11-14027 $210.95
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HARPER KNEEBOARDS
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FIXED RING ULTIMATE KNEEBOARD™

The fixed-ring model is the most popular
kneeboard. The convenience of the
snap-open, ring binder design makes it
ideal for quickly changing pages, charts
and checklists. Pilots flying into multiple
airports or flying a variety of planes will find
the fixed-ring design perfectly suited for
them...............P/N 13-07022............$46.50

LOOSE RING ULTIMATE KNEEBOARD™

Our loose-ring model has seven independent
rings which are not bound together. The
result is a kneeboard that molds perfectly to
the shape of the pilot’s leg. It is ideal for pilots
who primarily fly the same airplane in and out
of the same airport.
P/N 13-07023............$46.50

EFB CADDY

Description

WP

HA

Sometimes all you need is a simple
kneeboard for storing and organizing
your must-have gear, without weighing
down your leg. The Flight Outfitters
Chart Kneeboard provides a secure
mounting surface without all the bulk
of traditional kneeboards. Thick leg strap feeds through a metal buckle
to firmly attach the kneeboard to your leg—it will stay in place no matter
how rough that dirt strip landing is. Reversible design can be used on
your left or right leg, and is small enough to work in airplanes with a
center stick. Measures 8” tall x 14” wide when flat yet folds down to only
5” wide, making it easy to stow....................P/N 13-23896............$44.95

Model: A - Cradle / Size: Large, Height 8.25” - 11.25”,
11-14025 $224.95
Width 7.75” Max., Depth 0.56” Max.

CM

The Ultimate Kneeboard iPad® holder has
a seven ring design so it will fit both models of the Ultimate Kneeboard®. It is also is
designed to fit all models of the iPad® and
iPad® mini. The Ultimate Kneeboard iPad®
holder is made from the same durable
materials as the Ultimate Kneeboard®. It
is held in place at each corner with heavyduty elastic and offers easy access to the
Home button and connecter port. Just like the Ultimate Kneeboard®, the
®
iPad holder comes with a money back guarantee and is made in the
USA by folks from Boise, Idaho.
Mini iPad.......................................................P/N 13-16345............$37.50
See Website for custom embroidery............P/N 13-16348............$10.00

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS CHART KNEEBOARD

In a word it is all about “SAFETY”!
With the advent of Electronic Flight
Bag(EFB) software, Tablet technology
and ADS-B receivers, today’s GA
pilot has access to reasonably priced,
portable technology that greatly
improves the safety conditions,
under which they can now operate.
Enhanced situational awareness and
reduced pilot workload, both preflight and in-flight, are but two of the
several benefits. EFB CADDY was designed to further improve the
pilot experience, by addressing the deficiencies found in many of the
current Tablet holder products. Secure physical attachment and headup, unobstructed panel and outside view are critical features.

SECRET POCKET PHONE
CASE GENUINE LEATHER

AVIATE PILOT KNEEBOARD

• Removable Clipboard – black non-glaring clip with rubber corners secure your
contents on the lightweight but removable
durable plastic clipboard which allows you
to write on your knee
• Fully Adjustable – easy to use elastic
strap adjusts to any size leg and hold strong
with Velcro
• Convenient Design – holds pens, pencils, tire pressure gauge and a pocket to
hold ear plugs and other small items
• Includes 7 Rings – accommodates your approach plates, checklists,
manuals or any other 7 hole pilot documents
• Kneeboard Details – made of rugged canvas, 11.5” wide and flexes
around the leg, 8.5” long, clipboard is 5.2” X 8.3”
		
P/N 13-21477............$37.95
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